REAR & SIDE VISION SYSTEM

- **WEDGE SERIES™** NIGHT VISION CAMERA (CHROME HOUSING)
- **WEDGE SERIES™** NIGHT VISION CAMERA (BLACK HOUSING)
- **VLS SERIES™** NIGHT VISION CAMERA (BLACK HOUSING)
- **VLS SERIES™** NIGHT VISION CAMERA (CHROME HOUSING)
- **VLI SERIES™** NIGHT VISION CAMERA
- **PRO SERIES™** XTREME DUTY CAMERA PATENT NO. D715,348
- **PRO SERIES™** 2” XTREME DUTY CAMERA PATENT NO. D715,348
- **PRO SERIES™** 2.5” XTREME DUTY CAMERA PATENT NO. D715,348
- **VLP SERIES™** NIGHT VISION CAMERA PATENT NO. D715,348

**IMPROVE SAFETY**

**REDUCE LIABILITY**

**INCREASE SECURITY**

**RELIABLE • SIMPLE • AFFORDABLE™**

- LCD Bracket
- PRO-VISION® DoublePivot™ LCD Monitor Mounting Brackets will provide endless mounting options with full range of motion design, screw-attachable base and a wind-shield-attachable base using extra-heavy 3M™ adhesive.
- No other company in the industry provides a more inclusive, longer-lasting warranty. Our 5-YEAR System Warranty and LIFETIME Cable and SDXC Card Warranty cover you, no matter where you bought your system or who installed it.
- With innovative solutions like the patented 2.0” and 2.5” Camera Light™, the extensive PRO-VISION® product line will give you more options than any other brand so you may choose the system that is perfect for your unique application.
- Overcome limited budgets with affordable system leasing from PRO-VISION®. Leasing allows you to outfit every vehicle for one low monthly payment and transfers ownership of the systems to you at the completion of the lease.
- The BODYCAM® BC-300 body-worn camera can protect your personnel and increase safety across your organization by capturing 1296p High-Definition video, 34MP still photos and high-fidelity audio clips with the press of a single button.

**SECURITY**

- Improves safety
- Reduces liability
- Increases security

**AFFORDABLE LEASING**

- **PATENT NO. D715,348**

**INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS**

- Body-Worn Video
- Video Management

**RUGGED VERSATILITY**

- PRO-VISION® SecuraMax™ by PRO-VISION® is designed to answer video management challenges with a secure, automated, cloud-based digital management solution that enables your organization to manage and store video for any length of time, simplifying the video management process and increasing efficiency.

**GUARANTEED RELIABLE**

- Body-Worn Video
- Video Management

**VIDEO MANAGEMENT**

- To customers outside the U.S. & Canada, certain restrictions apply

**PRO-VISION® DOUBLEPIVOT™ LCD MONITOR MOUNTING BRACKETS**

**WATCH VIDEOS & LEARN MORE AT PROVISIONUSA.COM**
The PRO-VISION® Solid-State Commercial Video Recording System will provide a video record of all activity in and around your vehicles when on the road, on scene or at a service location. When you have a video record, less time, staff and expense are required to audit routes, resolve service issues, justify service charges or provide evidence of safe vehicle operation.

**(STOP GUESSING!)**

**WHAT DID YOUR VEHICLES OR EQUIPMENT REALLY DO ALL DAY?**

**WAS THAT ACCIDENT REALLY YOUR FAULT?**

**RELIABLE • SIMPLE • AFFORDABLE™**

**COMMERICAL RECORDING QUICK FACTS**

- Rugged Solid-State Design
- 5-YEAR System Warranty
- LIFETIME SDXC Card Warranty
- HD Video Quality
- Remote Live Video Viewing
- 19 Camera Options
- GPS Route History
- 360° Video Coverage
- Wireless Cameras
- Unbeatable Value

**MULTIPLE VIDEO VIEWING OPTIONS**

**AUTOMATED WIRELESS FILE TRANSFER**

The optional Wireless File Transfer Kit allows both Constant Video and requested Event Video files to be automatically downloaded when your vehicles pull in range of your network, eliminating the need to manually remove a storage device to retrieve your files.

**SDXC CARD TO COMPUTER VIDEO VIEWING**

When you are ready to view your recorded video, remove the SDXC Card and insert it into almost any computer. With just a few mouse clicks, you will be viewing your recorded video.

**3 FORMS OF VIDEO CAPTURE**

**CONSTANT VIDEO**

When triggered by ignition, the system will begin to loop record up to 430 hours of Constant Video to the SDXC Card. The PRO-VISION® System can be set to record up to 24 hours after the vehicle’s ignition is switched off.

**EVENT ALARM VIDEO**

When triggered multiple ways, more than 15 minutes of Pre and Post Event Alarm Video is recorded to the SDXC Card. If part of an incident is not captured in the Event Alarm Video, the Constant Video can be reviewed from the same SDXC Card.

**JPEG IMAGES**

With the included PV Player™ Playback Software, a still image with an available integrated GPS Map can be saved as a JPEG file from either Constant or Event Alarm Video.

**3 FORMS OF VIDEO CAPTURE**

**CONSTANT VIDEO**

When triggered by ignition, the system will begin to loop record up to 430 hours of Constant Video to the SDXC Card. The PRO-VISION® System can be set to record up to 24 hours after the vehicle’s ignition is switched off.

**EVENT ALARM VIDEO**

When triggered multiple ways, more than 15 minutes of Pre and Post Event Alarm Video is recorded to the SDXC Card. If part of an incident is not captured in the Event Alarm Video, the Constant Video can be reviewed from the same SDXC Card.

**JPEG IMAGES**

With the included PV Player™ Playback Software, a still image with an available integrated GPS Map can be saved as a JPEG file from either Constant or Event Alarm Video.

**THE POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS ARE ENDLESS!**

**SOLID-STATE DESIGN**

Solid-State Design has NO moving parts or the failures that come with them, making PRO-VISION® more rugged and reliable than any hard drive system available. PRO-VISION® backs this bold reliability claim with the longest standard warranty in the industry — 5 YEARS!

**EVENT MARKER BUTTON**

This optional, enhanced feature enables an additional method for triggering Event Alarm Video for a specific incident to be recorded for quick, future review.

**360° COVERAGE**

Know what happens in and around your vehicles with full 360° coverage using a combination of rugged, reliable PRO-VISION® cameras.

**GPS ROUTE HISTORY**

Review route efficiency and safety with available synchronized GPS mapping and tracking embedded within the video recorded by the system with an optional GPS Antenna.

**ERRATIC DRIVING SENSOR**

Event Alarm Video is triggered during excessive acceleration, braking, and cornering with the Erratic Driving Sensor built into the PRO-VISION® Solid-State Commercial Video Recording System at no additional cost.

**GUARANTEED RELIABLE**

No other company in the industry provides a more inclusive, longer-lasting warranty. Our 5-YEAR System Warranty and LIFETIME Cable and SDXC Card Warranty covers your system, no matter where you bought your system or who installed it.

*To customers outside the U.S. & Canada, certain restrictions and limitations apply.*